CHAPTER 11
INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS

Communications are the way thoughts, ideas, instructions, tactical and strategic information,

and ethos are transferred within and between individuals and groups. Command, control, strategy,
tactics, direction, goal attainment, and accountability all require effective communications. Informing the community about critical incidents and the police response also requires effective communications. Invariably, in any complex endeavor, such as the police response in Ferguson, there will
be communications mistakes. However, if those miscues are not corrected, patterns of miscommunications will occur that will ultimately lead to a loss of efficiency and effectiveness.

Communications with the community
Forming the message and targeting essential recipients
is the focus of this section. Ferguson Police Department
recognized that information needed to be given to the
community. Ferguson Police Chief Jackson actually spoke
to the press on the night of the shooting—a fact that has
been overlooked by some in the media.260 But his attempts
appeared to be framed in a manner to justify the shooting, rather than simply providing the facts of the incident.
The failure to frame the communications objectively
essentially invalidated the attempt at communications
with the community.

While law enforcement attempted to meet with community and special-interest groups throughout the assessment
period, the Ferguson PD and the St. Louis County Police
Department had limited success in reaching the broader
community. Interviews with citizens indicated that there
was a lack of trust between law enforcement and the
community. Even the communications breakthroughs that
the Missouri State Highway Patrol incident commander
made, for which the community held great hope, were
short-lived. Noting the community’s deterioration of faith
in Incident Commander Ronald S. Johnson, one citizen
stated, “He had a good 36 hours.” Efforts to communicate,
no matter how genuine, will not be effective if there is not
a foundation of trust, especially during a period of crisis.

260. David Carson, “Fatal Shooting by Ferguson Police Draws Angry
Crowd,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch, August 9, 2014, http://www.stltoday.com/
news/multimedia/fatal-shooting-by-ferguson-police-draws-angry-crowd/
html_31cfb177-97f2-558c-975d-f5c1253bb7b7.html.
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Communications within
law enforcement

Communications technology

In the first 48 hours after the shooting and as the demonstrations continued to develop and evolve, incident command was fluid and not firmly established. To some
officers, it was unclear whether the Ferguson PD or the
St. Louis County PD was in charge. The uncertainty of
which agency was in command was, in part, the result
of poor communications.
The Code 1000 Plan response, while providing additional
resources, complicated communications because of the
number of agencies and officers involved in the response.
While most agencies communicate via radio through a common channel, known as a RIOT channel, the command
and control communications among and between responding personnel can become problematic. When it is unclear
who is authorized to give deployment and tactical orders,
the response becomes unbalanced, and disarray ensues.
Once the command post is established, the structure for
communications should have been in place, but problems
remained. Command personnel interviewed stated that
clear direction was provided to officers in deployment
briefings of their responsibilities and standing orders,
such as circumstances and processes for arrests. Line
officers interviewed stated that the briefings were typically
“administrative in nature.” When asked about standing
orders for arrests and engagement, there was a wide variety
of responses ranging from definitive actions to uncertainty.
Given these circumstances, the assessment team concludes
that there was a communications breakdown.
Not all communications were ineffective with the community or within and between law enforcement. However,
communications inconsistencies were a recurring theme
during interviews. The assessment team recognizes that
under the circumstances of the mass gatherings and the
Code 1000 Plan, effective communications were going
to be challenging. However, those circumstances and
challenges are why efforts to improve internal and external
communications must be emphasized.
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Other forms of communications technology are addressed
in chapter 14. As a result, this section will address only one
aspect: radio systems’ interoperability. NIMS standards
address a wide range of communications technology issues;
however, interoperability was a fundamental communications issue during the Ferguson response.
Despite the fact that all police radios are supposed to be
interoperable, interviewees reported problems. In some
instances, one officer received information via radio and
then verbally passed the information on to other officers
who did not receive the correct message. Interoperability
was challenged even more by the Missouri State Highway
Patrol’s new radio system that had to be adjusted and
patched to work during the police response.
The assessment team notes that interoperability issues
affect law enforcement agencies nationwide. In terms of
the Ferguson response, interoperability issues were aggravated by differing communication technologies and the
wide range of law enforcement agencies in the county of
St. Louis.

Findings and lessons learned
FINDING 33. The absence of trust between the police

in Ferguson and many in the community negatively
impacted the response of all agencies involved and was
a barrier to responding agencies’ efforts to communicate effectively with the community.
LESSON LEARNED 33.1. Law enforcement agen-

cies must invest time to establish trusted relationships
with all segments of the communities they serve to
promote ongoing, effective communications that can
be leveraged during challenging times.
LESSON LEARNED 33.2. Law enforcement agen-

cies responding to a mutual aid situation must understand that they inherit the relationships established
by the requesting agency.
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FINDING 34. After the first several days of the protest,

FINDING 36. One mutual aid channel was used ini-

there was a noticeable change to the way in which law
enforcement leaders engaged protesters on the protest line; they began meeting with protest leaders and
reached out to local clergy in an effort to open the lines
of communication.

tially for communications by responding agencies and
the volume of radio traffic resulted in people talking
over one another. A second radio channel was subsequently added, but it took time to communicate the protocols for use of two channels by responding agencies.

LESSON LEARNED 34.1. Law enforcement

LESSON LEARNED 36.1. Methods of interagency

must reach out to protest leaders to understand
the protesters’ issues and establish an understanding of police responsibilities for managing the safety
and security of protesters and the community.

communications, including radio and electronic
messaging, among mutual aid agencies should be
established and reviewed on a regular basis to ensure
interoperability during emergency situations.

LESSON LEARNED 34.2. Lines of communica-

tion between law enforcement and protest leaders
should remain open and consistent not only throughout the protest but also after the protest to ensure
effective communications to prepare for future
protests and to ensure a relevant ongoing dialogue
between the protesters and the police occurs.
FINDING 35. Radio interoperability challenges

impeded communications between responding law
enforcement agencies in the early days of the response.
The St. Louis Metropolitan PD and the Missouri State
Highway Patrol operated radio systems that were incompatible with the systems used by the other two agencies
involved in this assessment, requiring alternate communication methods until patches could be made to
the systems.
LESSON LEARNED 35.1. Law enforcement
communications equipment should provide for
seamless interoperability among responding agencies
by preparing and testing communication systems in
advance of an incident.
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CHAPTER 12
PUBLIC INFORMATION
AND MEDIA RELATIONS

Virtually everyone interviewed as part of this assessment—community members and law

enforcement personnel of all ranks—stated that media relations with the police during the demonstrations were poor. Media relations efforts by the law enforcement agencies got off to a slow, difficult start. A story line about Ferguson was emerging that went beyond the shooting of Michael
Brown. The unfolding events in Ferguson became a national story that focused on issues of racial
inequality, justice for African Americans,261 police militarization, and police use of force. It also
became a story in which journalists were criticizing law enforcement for violating journalists’ First
Amendment rights.262 Freedom of the press is a fundamental right of a free society that law enforcement must protect even under the most challenging circumstances.
Police personnel interviewed by the assessment team
blamed police leaders and the media alike for the negative
picture that was being painted of police officers in the St.
Louis metropolitan area. Interviewees indicated that the
responding agencies had done a poor job in “telling their
story” and that the media grabbed onto an early agenda
that was visual and emotional but strayed from the facts.
One officer, expressing frustration, stated, “This isn’t even
our town. We got dragged into this. It doesn’t make any

261. U.S. Department of Justice, “Justice Department Announces
Findings of Two Civil Rights Investigations in Ferguson, Missouri,”
news release, March 4, 2014, http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justicedepartment-announces-findings-two-civil-rights-investigationsferguson-missouri.
262. Trevor Timm, “Lessons from Ferguson: Police Militarization
Is Now a Press Freedom Issue,” Freedom of the Press Foundation, August 14, 2014, https://freedom.press/blog/2014/08/lessonsferguson-police-militarization-now-press-freedom-issue.

difference what uniform we’re wearing; everyone seems
to think we’re prejudiced thugs. We can thank the media
for that.”
As a result of its significance to the overall events in Ferguson, the assessment team critically examined how this
media environment evolved. There appear to be several
interactive factors:
In

the initial days of the law enforcement response
to the demonstrations, information was not forthcoming
from the Ferguson Police Department or the St. Louis
County Police Department. That established a tone
with the media that the police were withholding
information about the shooting of Mr. Brown. The St.
Louis County PD held its first press conference almost
24 hours after the event—24 hours for an alternate
narrative to develop. Law enforcement lost the narrative
to social media.
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The Ferguson PD initially provided a statement to the
media on the day of the shooting. After that and as advised
by the city’s hired public relations firm, the Ferguson
PD provided limited information. The failure to release
this information quickly aggravated the community and
evoked criticism from the media.
On August 15, when Ferguson Police Chief Thomas
Jackson released limited information about the shooting
incident during a press conference, some believed that
the reason for the delay was to allow the police to develop
an alternate explanation for the shooting. At the same
conference, Jackson announced that Mr. Brown was the
suspect of a robbery that occurred just before the shooting
(see figure 19), fueling anger among the demonstrators
and deepening public distrust of law enforcement.

Public information
officer overwhelmed
Figure 19. Tweet from BBC News US
Source: BBC News US, Twitter post, August 15, 2014, 9:00 a.m.,
https://twitter.com/BBCNewsUS/status/500311153583853570.

The

public information officer (PIO) from the St. Louis
County PD appeared to have received the majority of
media requests263 and was overwhelmed by the demands.
As a result of this volume and the response deadlines set
by the media, some requests were not responded to at all.

Multiple

law enforcement agencies were involved with
varying public information methods used, resulting in
inconsistent communications and, in some cases, virtually no communications with the media.

From

the outset, the public information released by
law enforcement was more reactive in nature rather
than proactive.

Some

news coverage contained errors and misleading images.264

With the media clamoring for information and in the
absence of a strong NIMS structure, the police agencies
involved were not adequately prepared to respond. According to National Incident Management Systems (NIMS)
guidelines, the PIO265 should report directly to the incident
commander (IC), and all media inquiries should be
directed to the PIO via a joint information center.266 While
there is clear guidance for the PIO in NIMS guidelines,267
each agency seemed to handle media responses based on
its own agency’s determination.
The St. Louis County PD PIO had significant experience
in the position, having previously handled the media
questions submitted to the department for crime situations
or other incidents of media interest. However, despite this
experience, the volume of requests related to the Ferguson
response was overwhelming.
By having regular press conferences, the PIOs are able to
provide factual information and keep control of the narrative. In Ferguson, community members and protesters
had a strong presence on social media (see chapter 13 for

263. Based on interviews, the command center directed subordinate PIOs
not to talk to the media. The result was that all requests went to the command center PIO, who was unable to keep up with the volume of requests.
264. Ben Shapiro, “Original Witnesses’ ‘Hands Up’ Brown Stories Falling
Apart,” Breitbart, August 19, 2014, http://www.breitbart.com/big-govern-

265. See appendix D for a full definition.
266. See appendix D for a full definition.

ment/2014/08/19/hands-up-story/; Brendan Keefe, “Fake Stories Fuel

267. Basic Guidance for Public Information Officers (PIOs) (Washington,

Ferguson Anger,” KDSK.com, November 23, 2014, http://www.ksdk.

DC: Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2007), http://www.fema.

com/story/news/local/ferguson/2014/11/20/fake-news-fuel-ferguson-an-

gov/media-library-data/20130726-1623-20490-0276/basic_guidance_for_

ger/70041764/.

pios_final_draft_12_06_07.pdf.
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more on social media) and were able to drive the narrative. PIOs did not use social media effectively, preventing
instantaneous distribution of information. Getting this
information out on social media is critical. Social media
can ruin an agency’s best efforts. It engulfs everything the
agency is trying to do.
The PIOs with the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department referred many inquiries to the St. Louis County PD
or the command post. Because the Ferguson demonstrations was not in the St. Louis Metropolitan PD’s jurisdiction, the department determined that the best course
of action would be to direct these media requests to
other agencies.
Missouri State Highway Patrol Troop PIOs referred media
requests to the command post. A highway patrol PIO was
assigned to the command post, but the IC directly handled
many of the media requests. However, the IC had limited
time available for media requests because of his other
duties. Thus, this practice may have reduced the number
of responses to such requests.268
There were so many requests from media outlets, large
and small and from all over the world, that the collective
PIOs were unable to handle all media requests, even with
some working 20-hour days. For example, when the St.
Louis County PD PIO went home late, he awoke after a
few hours to find that he had more than 80 new messages.
When making the return calls, he found that many story
deadlines had already passed.

Press conferences, credentialing,
and media
The Missouri State Highway Patrol held press conferences
at the incident command post after the mass gatherings
had largely dissipated each evening. Sometimes these press
conferences would be held as late as 3:00 a.m., depending
on the activities of the crowds. Based on interviews with
law enforcement officials, credentialing members of the
press was nonexistent.

In some instances, the police had difficulty identifying
who the journalists were in the ever-changing crowd.
Credentialing journalists not only provides law enforcement a degree of access control to press conferences and
certain locations at an incident scene but also is likely to
aid journalists in obtaining access. Although the provision
of credentials to journalists was discussed among the law
enforcement agencies in Ferguson, it was not implemented
for three reasons:
1. Law enforcement had difficulty in defining who jour-

nalists were. For example, did the term include citizen
journalists?269
2. There was no mechanism in place to implement a

credentialing process.
3. Because of the many other demands on police time,

there did not seem to be the will to move forward on
a credentialing process.
Across the country, some law enforcement agencies have
developed guidelines to ensure that journalists receive credentials from the police. For example, the New York City
Police Department has an application process and specific
guidelines setting forth requirements for journalists to
receive credentials.270 However, this access control is a
controversial process among some journalists, particularly
those who work for nontraditional online media outlets.271
The St. Louis County PD PIO indicated that the St. Louis
County PD is in the process of generating a credentialing
program. The agency is reviewing the Media and Analyst
Pass Requirements model published by the U.S. Press
Association as a basis for its own program.272

269. According to a PEN American Center report, “The National Press
Photographers’ Association called citizen journalists ‘an integral part of the
information network’ on Ferguson.” However, at the same time, the report
acknowledges the new challenges this presents to police, and “many
journalists interviewed for this report noted that it was sometimes difficult
to distinguish members of the press from protesters in Ferguson, and that
this may have made it more difficult for police officers to act in a way that
respected press freedoms.” Bass and Weaver, Press Freedom Under Fire
in Ferguson, 3–4 (see note 133).
270. “Press Relations/Credentials,” City of New York, accessed June 16,
http://www.nyc.gov/html/nypd/html/press_relations/credentials.shtml.
271. Sewell Chan, “N.Y.P.D. is Sued over Denial of Press Credentials,”
The New York Times, November 12, 2008, http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.

268. Jon Swaine and Rory Carroll, “Ferguson Cop Who Walked Middle

com/2008/11/12/nypd-is-sued-over-denial-of-press-credentials/?_r=0.

of Road Finds Critics Coming Both Ways,” The Guardian, August 16, 2014,

272. “(USPA) - US Press Association Helps You Comply & Be Verified,”

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/aug/17/ron-johnson-ferguson-

U.S. Press Association, accessed June 3, 2015, http://uspressassociation.

cop-middle-road-critics.

org/page.php?100.
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have subsequently filed lawsuits against the St. Louis
County PD over civil rights violations and for unjustifiably
detaining them.275
One reporter who had traveled from Germany to cover the
Ferguson story was arrested. He said that after traveling
all over the world as a journalist, “to be arrested and yelled
at and rudely treated by police, I had to travel to Ferguson
and St. Louis in the United States of America.”276 According to the Freedom of the Press Foundation, 19 journalists
were arrested during the assessment period.277
“We are concerned by the detention and harassment of
reporters trying to cover the news in Ferguson,” said Robert Mahoney, deputy director of the Committee to Protect
Journalists. “Journalists have a right to work freely on the
streets of any American city, and authorities in Ferguson
have a duty to ensure that they can do so there too.”278 Freedom of the press is just as important as the right to protest,
so it is vital that the media’s rights be protected as well.

Figure 20. Tweet from St. Louis PostDispatch’s photojournalist
Source: David Carson (@PDPJ), Twitter post, August 23, 2014, 4:24 p.m.,
https://twitter.com/pdpj/status/503322032713768962.

There was some criticism that the news coverage lacked
perspective and balance. Several citizens and police officers
interviewed stated that the image of the response portrayed
in the media did not reflect reality. One officer stated, “If
you watched the news, it looked like the whole city was on
fire, but it was really [only] two blocks.” Indeed, one media
outlet produced coverage that took a critical look at media
coverage of the protests.273
Some journalists alleged that they were threatened and
intimidated while reporting or taking photos or video,
even as they provided officers with their press credentials.274 Media analysis provides evidence that some members of the press were detained and arrested, and a number

Despite the sometimes contentious relationship there were
many instances where helpful information was shared with
law enforcement by the media and assistance was provided
to journalists by law enforcement. A review of one agency’s
incident log mentions information shared by a journalist that identified residents making homemade bombs.
Media personnel identified a group of protesters who were
trying to convince demonstrators to induce officers to act
in ways that would make them look bad or get them in
trouble. Journalists also advised the command post about
a planned ambush. Police also aided journalists who were
trapped and needed assistance exiting an area.
Some journalists covered officers helping in the community during the crisis. For example, the local newspaper,
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, wrote a piece about officers from

275. “Journalists Sue Ferguson Police for Arrests during Protests,” Breitbart, March 30, 2015, http://www.breitbart.com/big-journalism/2015/03/30/
journalists-sue-ferguson-police-for-arrests-during-protests/.
276. “German Journalists Arrested in Ferguson,” The Local, August
19, 2014, http://www.thelocal.de/20140819/german-journalists-held-in-

273. For example, see “Ferguson: The Good, the Bad, the Ratings,”

ferguson-unrest.

Reliable Sources, CNN, November 30, 2014, http://reliablesources.blogs.

277. Runa A. Sandvik, “Documenting the Arrests of Journalists in Fergu-

cnn.com/2014/11/30/ferguson-the-good-the-bad-the-ratings/; “Fanning

son,” Freedom of the Press Foundation, August 19, 2014, https://freedom.

Ferguson’s Flames; Images of an Execution,” Fox News, August 24,

press/blog/2014/08/documenting-arrests-journalists-ferguson.

2014, http://www.foxnews.com/on-air/media-buzz/transcript/2014/08/24/
fanning-fergusons-flames-images-execution.

278. “CPJ Concerned by Arrests, Harassment of Reporters Covering
Unrest in Ferguson, Missouri,” Committee to Protect Journalists, August

274. Bass and Weaver, Press Freedom Under Fire in Ferguson

14, 2014, https://cpj.org/2014/08/cpj-concerned-by-arrests-harassment-

(see note 133).

of-reporters-c-1.php.
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three police agencies—the Missouri State Highway Patrol,
the St. Louis County PD, and the St. Louis Metropolitan
PD—helping church groups distribute food to families in
the Canfield, Northwoods, and Oakmont apartment complexes in the neighborhood in which Mr. Brown was killed
(see figure 20 on page 94).279

Findings and lessons learned
FINDING 37. Law enforcement agencies initially

offered limited public information and did not commit
to proactive communications with the public, both of
which set a negative tone for media relations for the rest
of the demonstrations.
LESSON LEARNED 37.1. Law enforcement should

establish a practice to release all information lawfully permitted as soon as possible and on a continuing basis, unless there is a compelling investigatory
or public safety reason not to release the information.
A “compelling reason” should be narrowly defined
and limited in scope. Had law enforcement released
information on the officer-involved shooting in
a timely manner and continued the information
flow as it became available, community distrust
and media skepticism would most likely have been
lessened. As noted in the Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, “when
serious incidents occur, including those involving
alleged police misconduct, agencies should com
municate with citizens and the media swiftly,
openly, and neutrally, respecting areas where the
law requires confidentiality.”280
LESSON LEARNED 37.2. Law enforcement

should establish a media credentialing process and
a well-publicized staging area for frequent briefings
during times of crisis.

FINDING 38. Incident command did not follow the

NIMS public information protocols, including establishing a joint information center (JIC), which could have
reduced or eliminated some of the conflict between law
enforcement and the media and improved relations with
the community.
LESSON LEARNED 38.1. Law enforcement agen-

cies should understand the importance of quickly
establishing a JIC and communicate timely and relevant information to the public.
LESSON LEARNED 38.2. Law enforcement should

have a designated, trained public information officer
(PIO), who engages with the public on a routine basis.
Established relationships will benefit the department and provide a familiar face to the public during times of crisis.
LESSON LEARNED 38.3. Law enforcement

should consider establishing a forum for its PIOs
and other personnel in media relations so they can
discuss issues, learn how to assist in critical situations, and keep apprised of contemporary issues
that impact them.
LESSON LEARNED 38.4. PIOs should com-

plete the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s
Emergency Management Institute training courses for
PIOs (which comply with NIMS), including the fourday advanced course.281
LESSON LEARNED 38.5. Agencies jointly

involved in a critical incident must defer to the
established PIO for the timely release of accurate and
relevant information.
LESSON LEARNED 38.6. When an agency is over-

whelmed with media inquiries in a critical incident,
a viable option may be to request a temporary detail
of experienced PIOs from other law enforcement
agencies to moderate the burden.
LESSON LEARNED 38.7. Law enforcement should

dedicate sufficient staff to cover public information
and media relations needs.

279. Joe Holleman, “Ferguson Notes: Police Join in Food Distribution,”
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, August 24, 2014, http://www.stltoday.com/news/
local/crime-and-courts/ferguson-notes-police-join-in-food-distribution/
article_a0825e3c-20b0-5e86-b36e-1d65ad54fa46.html.

281. “Emergency Management Institute Course | IS-29: Public Information

280. President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, Final Report

Officer Awareness,” Federal Emergency Management Agency, accessed

(see note 231).

June 4, 2015, http://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-29.
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CHAPTER 13
SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media is a complex and continually changing form of communication. Despite new social

media initiatives in law enforcement,282 many agencies nationwide use it in a limited capacity. Law
enforcement agencies can use social media to interact with the public, to warn the public of possible
dangers, to ask for the public’s help, and to communicate about community events. As such, law
enforcement can use social media to be transparent and to foster relationships of trust.
Engaging in social media can benefit law enforcement in
several ways:
1. By engaging with each other and building trust and a

sense of community
2. By gaining control over the agency’s reputation
3. By providing a forum through which people can ask

questions and law enforcement can share tips
4. By quickly spreading knowledge that could protect

the community, help catch suspects, find missing persons, etc.283

A viral message on militarization
Virtually every individual interviewed for the assessment
spoke about the power of social media in Ferguson. The
initial crowd that gathered at the homicide scene informed
the public’s perception of what happened by virtue of sharing photos, videos, and their thoughts as the events were
unfolding.284 Cell phone video clips of police and crowd
activity populated various Internet sites that were accessible worldwide. New era Internet journalists were on scene,
sometimes streaming live video long before more traditional TV, cable, or print journalists revealed the same

282. IACP Center for Social Media, accessed May 19, 2015,
http://www.iacpsocialmedia.org/.
283. Loraine Burger, “4 Ways Social Media Can Help Police Departments,” PoliceOne.com, May 28, 2013, http://www.policeone.com/
social-media-for-cops/articles/6250205-4-ways-social-media-can-helppolice-departments; see also “Using Social Media to Prevent, Respond
to, and Investigate Riots,” chap. 4 in Social Media and Tactical Considerations for Law Enforcement, by Police Executive Research Forum
(Washington, DC: Office of Community Oriented Policing Services,

284. Capehart, “‘Hands Up, Don’t Shoot’ Was Built on a Lie”

2013), http://ric-zai-inc.com/Publications/cops-p261-pub.pdf.

(see note 54).
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Figure 21. Twitter hits along Florissant Avenue in Ferguson, August 9-18, 2014; location of geotagged tweets
from Ferguson using the #Ferguson hashtag
Source: Eric Fischer, “Mapping #Ferguson” [blog], Mapbox.com, August 20, 2014, https://www.mapbox.com/blog/ferguson/.

information. The police on the scene in Ferguson had no
concept of the effect of social media until it was too late,
and all they could do was play catch-up with the massive
amounts of data being shared. Yet the pictures and videos
shared via social media sparked the national conversation
about the militarization of the police (see also chapter 5).285

Social media’s coverage of Ferguson
There was a staggering amount of information about the
Ferguson incident posted on social media platforms. For
example, five days after the shooting of Michael Brown,
Twitter users had shared 3,648,032 tweets using just one

hashtag, #Ferguson (see figure 21).286 In addition, there
were other Twitter feeds on different aspects of Ferguson, including the officer-involved shooting, the police
response to the demonstrations, and other derivatives of
the shooting (see figure 22 on page 99).
A number of websites and social media initiatives by different special-interest groups focused on Ferguson. Similarly,
just one Facebook page on Ferguson has obtained more
than 117,000 “likes.”287 While that number is small in comparison to the #Ferguson tweets, it is still roughly six times

286. Pew Research Center (@pewresearch), “Twitter Reaction
285. Kurt Eichenwalk, “Why Militarized Police Departments Don’t Work,”
Newsweek, August 18, 2014, http://www.newsweek.com/2014/08/29/
why-militarized-police-departments-dont-work-265214.html; Aaron Sankin,

on #Ferguson Developed Much More Quickly Than It Did for
#Trayvon Martin Case,” Twitter post, August 20, 2014, 1:43 p.m.,
https://twitter.com/pewresearch/status/502194292329566208.

“Ferguson Crackdown Makes Politicians Rethink Police Militarization,”

287. Ferguson Scanner Updates’ Facebook page, accessed May

The Daily Dot, August 16, 2014, http://www.dailydot.com/politics/police-

2015, https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ferguson-Scanner-up-

militarization-ferguson-politics.

dates/272670539597276.
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Number of minutes Ferguson was featured on cable news networks
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4
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Note: The Pew Research Center examined three hours per day of prime time news programs. For Fox News, the hours
examined were 8:00–11:00 p.m., ET. For MSNBC, the hours examined were 7:00–10:00 p.m., ET. For CNN, the hours were
7:00–9:00 p.m. and 10:00–11:00 p.m., ET.

Figure 22. News and social media coverage of Ferguson for one week
Source: Pew Research Center
Original source graphic: Jessica Schillinger
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Table 5. Agency activity on social media during the Ferguson demonstrations
Other social
media activity

Agency

Facebook *

Twitter †

Website

Ferguson PD

Automatically
generated page, ‡
>5,000 likes,
no agency activity

Light activity
Sept. 15–
Nov. 10, 2014,
only

Basic informational website:
http://www.fergusoncity.com/
92/Police-Department

N/A

St. Louis
County PD

Active page with
>30,500 likes

Active during
assessment
period

Interactive website linked to
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
and You Tube:
http://www.stlouisco.com/
LawandPublicSafety/Police
Department

Instagram and
YouTube

St. Louis
Metropolitan
PD

Active page with
>9,500 likes

Active during
assessment
period

Interactive website linked to
several LE sites and to chief ’s
blog/Twitter:
http://www.slmpd.org/

Police Chief ’s blog:

Missouri
State
Highway
Patrol

Automatically
generated page,
13,905 Likes,
no agency
activity

No activity

Basic informational website:
http://www.mshp.dps.missouri.
gov/MSHPWeb/Root/index.html

N/A

http://stlchiefdotsonblog.
blogspot.com

* Information derived from St. Louis County PD’s and St. Louis Metropolitan PD’s official Facebook pages as well as from pages automatically
generated based on Facebook users interested in the topics of the Ferguson PD and the Missouri State Highway Patrol.
† Information derived from agency’s Twitter pages.
‡ “How Do I Claim an Unmanaged Page That Exists for My Business?” Facebook Help Center, accessed May 2015, https://www.facebook.com/
help/168172433243582/?ref=u2u.

the size of the Ferguson population.288 Because anyone can
view a Facebook page without “liking” it, the actual number of viewers has likely exceeded 117,000.
Protesters and observers alike extensively filmed the Ferguson demonstrations. These videos were posted on social
media sites and live streaming289 websites—everything
from snippets of the crowd to live streaming the use of tear
gas. At times, the media obtained and used these videos to
show different perspectives. Live footage allowed people
around the country and around the world to view the Ferguson response without having to rely on the media for

288. “State and County Quick Facts: Ferguson (city), Missouri,”
U.S. Census Bureau, last updated April 22, 2015,

information about how it was unfolding. Live streaming is
becoming a real-time social media strategy with a number
of apps available that permit smart phones to stream live
video directly to the Internet.290
Social media had a significant impact on the events in Ferguson throughout the entire assessment period. The world
watched and commented upon every activity of the police
and the protesters, night and day. Almost immediately, the
event was no longer a regional, state, or even national issue;
it was known and viewed worldwide. Commentary and
assessment of the actions of the crowds and police could
(and did) come from anyone with access to the Internet.
The four core agencies involved in this assessment told
the assessment team that social media “drove the protests”

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/29/2923986.html.
289. wiseGeek, “What is Live Streaming Media?” Conjecture.com,

290. Although outside the assessment period, this site provides an

accessed June 9, 2015, http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-live-

example of protesters and observers posting live feed from Ferguson:

streaming-media.htm.

http://www.reddit.com/live/tdrph3y49ftn/.
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and that the agencies “are behind on social media.” The
assessment team’s review of the departments’ social media
presence revealed that the core agencies engaged in varying levels of social media activities during the assessment
period (see table 5 on page 100).

Using social media to monitor
suspicious activities
According to the International Association of Chiefs of
Police, “Social media is increasingly being used to instigate and facilitate criminal activity,” and law enforcement
personnel need to understand these concepts and how to
mitigate the threat.291 During the assessment period of the
Ferguson demonstrations, law enforcement used its ability
to monitor posts, tweets, and blogs. For example, the
Missouri Information Analysis Center (MIAC) was monitoring social media and providing information to incident
command regarding the presence and activities of criminal
elements during the protests (see also chapter 10).
There can be great value for law enforcement in monitoring statements and trends on social media; such monitoring can provide insights on movements, motives, and
the tenor of public concerns about an issue or an incident.
Users should reasonably expect no privacy in what they
post on social media, even if they restrict who can view
their posts.292 The police do not need a warrant to view
what someone posted publicly on social media. Despite
this, law enforcement should establish reasonable guidelines for monitoring and, more important, retaining information from social media posts.293 Policies and procedures
should be consistent with applicable laws and regulations
and with law enforcement best practices.
The intelligence units of both the St. Louis County Police
Department and the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department began monitoring social media to learn of conditions
and attitudes related to the mass gatherings and the changing

nature of the public response, in particular factors that
aggravated an already precarious environment (see also
the findings in chapter 10). Based on this information, St.
Louis County PD intelligence personnel exchanged information with other law enforcement agencies when possible
criminal offenders or incidents were identified in social
media posts. The St. Louis Metropolitan PD assigned eight
staff members to monitor social media. It also employed
a commercially available location-based294 social media
monitoring portal to track trends and threats.295

Using social media to communicate
with the community
A solid social media capacity helps law enforcement
inform the community without delay. The Boston Police
Department’s use of social media following the Boston
Marathon Bombing in 2013 is an excellent example and
best practice from which other law enforcement agencies
can learn:

The Boston Police Department was outstanding, and
it was so simple and effective . . . . They became the
news source during the crisis. It was a watershed
moment for law enforcement and social media.296
The St. Louis County PD and the St. Louis Metropolitan PD
both used social media in positive but different ways during
the assessment period. The St. Louis County PD used
Twitter to communicate with protesters about activities
in and around Ferguson and to advise them of dangerous
situations during the Ferguson demonstrations, possibly
saving individuals from injury or even death (see figure 23
on page 102). The St. Louis Metropolitan PD used Twitter

294. Location-based or “geo-fencing is a feature in a software program
that uses the global positioning system (GPS) or radio frequency identification (RFID) to define geographical boundaries. A geofence is a virtual
barrier. Programs that incorporate geo-fencing allow an administrator to set
up triggers so when a device enters (or exits) the boundaries defined by
the administrator, a text message or email alert is sent. Many geo-fencing

291. International Association of Chiefs of Police and Global Justice Infor-

applications incorporate Google Earth, allowing administrators to define

mation Sharing Initiative, Developing a Policy on the Use of Social Media

boundaries on top of a satellite view of a specific geographical area.”

in Intelligence and Investigative Activities: Guidance and Recommenda-

Another example of geo-fencing is an ankle bracelet that can alert law

tions (Washington, DC: Bureau of Justice Assistance, 2013), http://www.

enforcement if an individual leaves the premises. “Geo-Fencing (Geofenc-

iacpsocialmedia.org/Portals/1/documents/SMInvestigativeGuidance.pdf.

ing),” whatis.com, accessed May 19, 2015, http://whatis.techtarget.com/

292. Theodore F. Claypoole, “Privacy and Social Media,” Business Law
Today, American Bar Association, http://www.americanbar.org/publications/
blt/2014/01/03a_claypoole.html.

definition/geofencing.
295. Geofeedia, accessed May 19, 2015, http://geofeedia.com/.
296. Tod Newcombe, “Social Media: Big Lessons From the Boston

293. International Association of Chiefs of Police and Global Justice Infor-

Marathon Bombing,” Government Technology, September 24, 2014,

mation Sharing Initiative, Developing a Policy on Use of Social Media (see

http://www.govtech.com/public-safety/Social-Media-Big-Lessons-

note 291).

from-the-Boston-Marathon-Bombing.html.
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Figure 23. St. Louis County PD uses Twitter
to warn community members of danger

Figure 24. St. Louis Metropolitan PD shares
its activities via Twitter

Source: St. Louis County PD’s Twitter page, August 17, 2014.

Source: St. Louis Metropolitan PD’s Twitter page, August 16, 2014.

in a different way during the Ferguson demonstrations—
to share information about agency activities and to foster
positive relationships (see figure 24).

and help prevent the spread of unfounded rumors and
innuendo such as what was experienced in Ferguson. Law
enforcement can use social media not only to correct erroneous statements made by others but also to post facts and
public advisories, solicit information from the public, and
respond to public questions.

Despite these positive examples, other uses of social media
could have helped the situation, especially at the scene of
the shooting. During the initial response to the shooting,
the public was clamoring for information about what
exactly had happened but was not receiving any. A more
effective social media strategy by law enforcement would
have served both the agencies and the community well.
Immediate and transparent information might have mitigated the crowd’s confusion and anger.
Furthermore, if law enforcement does not provide needed
information, others will fill that void with their own
version of events, motives, and attitudes. Social media can
assist the police in getting information to the community
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Law enforcement agencies can also use social media to
boost their reputation by highlighting various events at
which they interact with the community (see figure 25
on page 103). And by allowing users to reply to or comment on law enforcement’s posts, social media permits an
agency to receive direct feedback and response to police
statements, which can be valuable for law enforcement
decision makers. Police executives can receive virtually
instantaneous indications as to whether their messages are
having the intended effect.
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Source: St. Louis County PD’s Facebook page, August 23, 2014.

Figure 25. An officer assists children at the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People march

Social media strategy
For social media strategies to be effective, agencies should
designate personnel whose primary responsibility is to
monitor and share information proactively through various social media tools. These individuals must exercise
good judgment and have the ability to communicate well
with the public. The role is surprisingly labor-intensive
and will not be effective if it is merely an add-on duty. The
key component is to develop timely, consistent, substantive, and interesting social media posts.297 The goal is to
establish a social media platform that builds trust with
the community and encourages two-way communication
between the police and the communities they serve.
A good social media strategy addresses both the needs of
the agency and its community. It is backed by clear policies
and procedures that support the mission and values of the
agency. However, the assessment team noted limited policies dedicated to social media use by the four core agencies
discussed in this report.

Another important aspect of a law enforcement agency’s social media strategy is that
it should provide officers with guidance
on how to use social media appropriately,
both when on and off duty. Officers need
to understand the potential risks associated with posting personally identifiable
information about themselves and their
families.298 The assessment team noted
that the St. Louis County PD, the St. Louis
Metropolitan PD, and the Missouri State
Highway Patrol provided policy guidance to officers regarding the appropriate use of social media. The St. Louis
Metropolitan PD also sent advisories to
officers because of the threats officers had
received and activities such as doxing and
hacking that
had occurred during the Ferguson demonstrations (see also chapter 14). The Ferguson PD did not provide a social media
policy for the assessment team to review.

The assessment team urges law enforcement agencies
across the United States to learn the value of leveraging
social media, not only to lend assistance during a critical
incident but also to enhance an agency’s standing with the
community and to foster stronger communications.

Findings and lessons learned
FINDING 39. The four core law enforcement agen-

cies underestimated the impact social media had on
the demonstrations and the speed at which both facts
and rumors were spread and failed to have a social
media strategy.
LESSON LEARNED 39.1. Law enforcement agen-

cies should have some capacity to use social media
during emergency situations. They should develop a
social media strategy along with policies and procedures that align with the agency’s mission and culture. Critical response policies and procedures should
be included.

297. For example, some law enforcement agencies use a “Tweet-along”
to provide insight into what officers are involved in on a regular basis.
Agencies encourage citizens to follow along. For a news story explaining
the Kansas City Police Department Tweet-along, see Sarah J. Clark,

298. Gwendolyn Waters, “Social Media and Law Enforcement: Potential

“Kansas City Police to Hold Tweet-Along Friday Night,” fox4kc.com,

Risks,” FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, November 2012, http://leb.fbi.

December 28, 2012, http://fox4kc.com/tag/tweet-along/.

gov/2012/november/social-media-and-law-enforcement-potential-risks.
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LESSON LEARNED 39.2. Agencies should proactively build, develop, and strengthen their social
media capacities before an incident occurs, as this
is nearly impossible to accomplish in the midst of
a major incident. Policies and procedures should be
consistent with applicable laws and regulations and
with law enforcement best practices.299 An effective social media capacity requires an investment
of resources including funds and personnel. This is
sometimes difficult for some agencies to embrace;
however, effectively building this capacity requires
an investment and a commitment.
LESSON LEARNED 39.3. Public information

officers and social media specialists should be well
versed in integrating social media tools to provide
accurate information to the communities they
serve300 and recognize the strength, immediacy, and
capacity of social media to both share information
and collect intelligence.

FINDING 40. Social media was the key global driver

of information and opinion, which shaped many
aspects of the Ferguson demonstrations.
LESSON LEARNED 40.1. Law enforcement
personnel must receive training to understand
the concept and practice of effectively using social
media. Social media is a vehicle that instantaneously spreads information, both accurate and
inaccurate, worldwide.
LESSON LEARNED 40.2. Social media—from
video streams to cell phone videos to photographs—
can be a strong accountability tool when used to
document the behavior of not only police officers
but also demonstrators.

LESSON LEARNED 39.4. Law enforcement
leaders should leverage the skills and aptitude of
technologically savvy personnel to use current
social media tools.

299. “Policy,” IACP Center for Social Media, accessed May 19, 2015,
http://www.iacpsocialmedia.org/Topics/Parent.aspx?termid=129&depth=2.
300. Chris Poirier, “Considerations for the Digital Public Information Officer (PIO),” govloop, April 9, 2013, https://www.govloop.com/community/
blog/considerations-for-the-digital-public-information-officer-pio/.
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APPENDIX D
THE NATIONAL INCIDENT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The National Incident Management System (NIMS) is a
systematic, proactive approach to guide departments and
agencies at all levels of government, nongovernmental
organizations, and the private sector to work together
seamlessly and to manage incidents involving all threats
and hazards—regardless of cause, size, location, or complexity—to reduce loss of life and property and harm to
the environment. NIMS provides the template for the
management of incidents and operations.350
NIMS is a standardized approach to incident management that is scalable and flexible. It enhances cooperation
and interoperability among responders, is a comprehensive all-hazards preparedness system, provides efficient
resource coordination among jurisdictions or organizations, and reflects best practices and lessons learned.351
The NIMS focuses on five key components: preparedness,
communications and information management, resource
management, command and management, and ongoing
management and maintenance.352
NIMS enables effective and efficient incident management
and coordination by providing a flexible, standardized incident management system (see figure D-1 on page 146).353

350. “The National Incident Management System (NIMS),” accessed
May 2015, https://www.fema.gov/national-incident-management-system.
351. National Incident Management System: Overview (Washington, DC:
Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2011), http://www.fema.gov/
media-library-data/20130726-1853-25045-0014/nims_overview.pdf.
352. Ibid.

The following table briefly summarizes the purpose
of NIMS:

Table D-1. Purpose of NIMS
What NIMS is:

What NIMS is NOT:

A comprehensive, nationwide, systematic approach
to incident management

A response plan

A set of preparedness
concepts and principles
for all hazards

Only the Incident
Command System or
an organization chart

Essential principles for a
common operating picture
and interoperability of
communications and information management

A communications plan

Standardized resource
management procedures

Applicable only to certain
emergency management
incident response personnel

Scalable, so it may be
used for all incidents

Used only during
large-scale incidents

A dynamic system that
promotes ongoing management and maintenance

A static system

Source: Adapted from National Incident Management System: Overview
(Washington, DC: Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2011), 3,
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/20130726-1853-25045-0014/
nims_overview.pdf.

353. Ibid.
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Figure D-1. NIMS incident command system’s command and general staffs
Incident
Command

COMMAND STAFF

Public Information
Officer
Safety
Officer
Liaison
Officer

Operations
Section Chief

Planning
Section Chief

Logistics
Section Chief

Finance/
Administration
Section Chief

GENERAL STAFF

Source: Adapted from National Incident Management System: Overview (Washington, DC: Federal Emergency Management
Agency, 2011), 12, http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/20130726-1853-25045-0014/nims_overview.pdf.

As related to this report, the follow lists some relevant
NIMS terminology:354
command. An organization established to oversee
the management of (1) multiple incidents that are each
being handled by an Incident Command System (ICS)
organization or (2) large or multiple incidents to which
several incident management teams have been assigned.
Area command has the responsibility to set overall strategy and priorities, allocate critical resources according
to priorities, ensure that incidents are properly managed, and ensure that objectives are met and strategies
followed. Area command may be established at an
emergency operations center facility or at some location
other than an incident command post. (See also unified
area command.)

area

staff. The command staff consists of the
public information officer, safety officer, and liaison
officer. They report directly to the incident commander.
They may have an assistant or assistants, as needed.

command

of authority. A statement provided to the
incident commander by the agency executive delegating
authority and assigning responsibility. The delegation of
authority can include objectives, priorities, expectations,
constraints, and other considerations or guidelines as
needed. Many agencies require written delegation of
authority to be given to incident commanders prior to
their assuming command on larger incidents.

delegation

unit. Functional unit within the planning section responsible for collecting, recording, and
safeguarding all documents relevant to the incident.

documentation

incident. An

occurrence or event, natural or humancaused, that requires an emergency response to protect
life or property. Incidents can, for example, include major
disasters, emergencies, terrorist attacks, terrorist threats,
wildland and urban fires, floods, hazardous materials
spills, nuclear accidents, aircraft accidents, earthquakes,
hurricanes, tornadoes, tropical storms, war-related
disasters, public health and medical emergencies, and
other occurrences requiring an emergency response.

354. All definitions were pulled directly from ICS Resource Center,
“Glossary of Related Terms” (see note 127).
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action plan (IAP). An oral or written plan
containing general objectives reflecting the overall
strategy for managing an incident. It may include the
identification of operational resources and assignments.
It may also include attachments that provide direction
and important information for management of the incident during one or more operational periods.

not only safeguards the information but also ensures
that it gets to those who need access to it to perform
their missions effectively and safely.

incident

command post (ICP). The field location
at which the primary tactical-level, on-scene incident
command functions are performed. The ICP may be
collocated with the incident base or other incident
facilities and is normally identified by a green rotating
or flashing light.

information center (JIC). A facility established
to coordinate all incident-related public information
activities. It is the central point of contact for all news
media at the scene of the incident. Public information
officials from all participating agencies should collocate
at the JIC.

joint

incident

command system (ICS). A standardized
on-scene emergency management construct specifically
designed to provide for the adoption of an integrated
organizational structure that reflects the complexity and
demands of single or multiple incidents, without being
hindered by jurisdictional boundaries. ICS is the combination of facilities, equipment, personnel, procedures,
and communications operating within a common organizational structure, designed to aid in the management
of resources during incidents. It is used for all kinds of
emergencies and is applicable to small as well as large
and complex incidents. ICS is used by various jurisdictions and functional agencies, both public and private,
to organize field-level incident management operations.

information system (JIS). Integrates incident
information and public affairs into a cohesive organization designed to provide consistent, coordinated, timely
information during crisis or incident operations. The
mission of the JIS is to provide a structure and system
for developing and delivering coordinated interagency
messages; developing, recommending, and executing
public information plans and strategies on behalf of the
incident commander; advising the incident commander
of concerning public affairs issues that could affect a
response effort; and controlling rumors and inaccurate
information that could undermine public confidence in
the emergency response effort.

joint

incident

commander (IC). The individual responsible
for all incident activities, including the development of
strategies and tactics and the ordering and the release of
resources. The IC has overall authority and responsibility for conducting incident operations and is responsible
for the management of all incident operations at the
incident site.

incident

officer. The intelligence officer is responsible for managing internal information, intelligence, and
operational security requirements supporting incident
management activities. These may include information
security and operational security activities, as well as
the complex task of ensuring that sensitive information
of all types (e.g., classified information, law enforcement sensitive information, proprietary information, or
export-controlled information) is handled in a way that

officer (LNO). A member of the command
staff responsible for coordinating with representatives
from cooperating and assisting agencies. The liaison
officer may have assistants.

liaison

coordination systems (MACS). Multiagency coordination systems provide the architecture to
support coordination for incident prioritization, critical
resource allocation, communications systems integration, and information coordination. The components
of multiagency coordination systems include facilities,
equipment, emergency operations centers, specific multiagency coordination entities, personnel, procedures,
and communications. These systems assist agencies and
organizations to fully integrate the subsystems of NIMS.

multiagency

intelligence

incident. An incident where one or more
agencies assist a jurisdictional agency or agencies. May
be single or unified command.

multiagency

aid agreement. Written agreement between
agencies or jurisdictions that they will assist one another
on request by furnishing personnel, equipment, or
expertise in a specified manner.

mutual
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National

officer. A member of the command staff responsible for monitoring and assessing safety hazards or
unsafe situations and for developing measures for ensuring
personnel safety. The safety officer may have assistants.

Incident Management System (NIMS).
A system mandated by the Homeland Security Presidential Directive-5 (HSPD-5) that provides a consistent
nationwide approach for federal, state, local, and tribal
governments; the private sector; and nongovernmental
organizations to work effectively and efficiently together
to prepare for, respond to, and recover from domestic
incidents, regardless of cause, size, or complexity. To
provide for interoperability and compatibility among
federal, state, local, and tribal capabilities, NIMS
includes a core set of concepts, principles, and terminology. HSPD-5 identifies these as the ICS; multiagency
coordination systems; training; identification and management of resources (including systems for classifying
types of resources); qualification and certification; and
the collection, tracking, and reporting of incident information and incident resources.

safety

information officer (PIO). A member of the
command staff responsible for interfacing with the public and media or with other agencies with incident-related information requirements.

The NIMS is a tool for those entities who must respond to
and manage incidents presenting threats and hazards in
the community by promoting advanced planning, organization of command structures, and delegation of responsibilities and by facilitating the seamless cooperative and
effective use of available resources.

public
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area command. A unified area command
is established when incidents under an area command
are multijurisdictional. (See also area command and
unified command.)

unified

command. An application of ICS used when
there is more than one agency with incident jurisdiction
or when incidents cross political jurisdictions. Agencies
work together through the designated members of the
unified command, often the senior person from agencies or disciplines participating in the unified command,
to establish a common set of objectives and strategies
and a single incident action plan.

unified
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On August 9, 2014, Officer Darren Wilson of the Ferguson (Missouri) Police Department shot and
killed Michael Brown. This tragic incident and the ensuing weeks of demonstrations and riots launched
a national debate about racial profiling, use of force, militarization, and policing in general. The After-

Action Assessment of the Police Response to the August 2014 Demonstrations in Ferguson, Missouri
examines the law enforcement response to the mass demonstrations during the first 17 days, focusing
on the primary responders, the St. Louis County Police Department, the St. Louis Metropolitan Police
Department, the Missouri State Highway Patrol, and the Ferguson Police Department. In this report,
the after-action assessment team composed of subject matter experts identifies findings and provides
lessons learned based on interviews, media content analysis, and literature reviews. This report also
delves into specific topic areas from use of force to communications to policies and procedures.

U.S. Department of Justice
Office of Community Oriented Policing Services
145 N Street NE
Washington, DC 20530
To obtain details on COPS Office programs, call
the COPS Office Response Center at 800-421-6770.

Institute for Intergovernmental Research
PO Box 12729
Tallahassee, FL 32317
To learn more about IIR, visit www.iir.com.

Visit the COPS Office online at www.cops.usdoj.gov.
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